Kabul University
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Celebrating 87 Years of Establishment
✓ The establishment of Higher Education System is occurred with the establishment of Kabul University which is the foremost and oldest University in country.

✓ KU is established in 1932 and began its academic operations by offering Medical Degree program to the students of application and ambition.

✓ In 1938, the academy of Law and political Science has been established as the second faculty of KU.
Faculty of Language and Literature
1944
Established with 3 department and now offers BA degree programs in 11 departments, 3 MA and 2 PhD programs

Female Faculty of Language and Literature
1948
This faculty has been established to strengthen the female participation in academics and to support female participation in public sector. This faculty operated from 1950 – 1960.

Faculty of Law and Sharia
1951
This faculty was the first one in the country’s academic to offer degree programs in Sharia and Law. Currently it offers degree at BA and MA to students.

Faculty of Agriculture and Engineering
1956
✓ The faculty has been established with the cooperation of the US top universities to nurture talents in Agriculture and Engineering.
✓ Later on, the faculty of Engineering has been separated from the Agriculture.

Faculty of Veterinary Sciences
1961
To meet the increasing demand of the professional graduates in veterinary, the faculty has been established with five supportive departments and is now one of the most demanding faculties at KU.

Faculty of Economics
1958
Though, at the inception, the students were jointly studying economics with the law but in 1961, the faculty has been autonomous in offering degree in economics with five departments.

Faculty of Pharmacy
1959
In order to nurture the students in pharmaceutical, the faculty has been established and now is operating through four departments at KU

Faculty of Social Sciences
1979
Since inception, this faculty has always been a significant one in nurturing students in archeology, philosophy, history, sociology and gender studies.
Horizontal Development of KU from 1963 - 2017

- Computer Science Department established in 1997 in Science Faculty;
- The Department promoted to faculty with 4 Department in 2009.

- The Journalism has been a department since 1961 but has been promoted to faculty with 3 departments in 1986.

The Faculty of Policy and Public Administration is established in 2012.

In 1966, the faculty fine arts has been established with 8 departments.
• Department of Chemistry is established in 1942;
  It then promoted to faculty in 2014.

• Department of Physics is established in 1942;
  It then promoted to faculty in 2014.

• Department of Mathematics is established in 1942;
  It then promoted to faculty in 2014.

• Department of Biology is established in 1942;
  It then promoted to faculty in 2014.

• The Faculty of Environmental Sciences has been established in 2013.
Vertical Development of KU 1984 - 2018

According to the needs of the society and the Afghan community in HR development, Kabul University took some developmental initiatives to establish MA degree programs.

**Faculty of Economics**
- In 2013, the MA in Banking and Finance is established;
- In 2014, the MA in National Economics is established;
- In 2015, the MBA program is established.

**Faculty of Law and Political Science**
- In 2012, the MPPA program has been established;
- In 2014, the MA in International Relations is established;
- In 2018, the MA in Criminology has been established.

**Faculty of Computer Science**
- In 2014, the MSc. in IT, Information System and Software Engineering have been established with the cooperation of Tallinn University.
Continued…

Faculty of Language and Literature
• In 2013, the MA in Pashtu, Dari and Arabic Language are established;
• In 2014, the PhD in Pashtu and Dari language are established;

Faculty of Agriculture Science
• In 2014, the MSc. in Animal Science program has been established;
• In 2017, the MSc. in Agronomy is established;

Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences
• In 2015, the MA in Educational Administration has been established.

Faculty of Fine Arts
• In 2013, the MA in Status Arts is established in cooperation with Germany.
Academic Infrastructure at a Glance

1) +850 Professors;
2) +22,000 Students;
3) 21 Faculties;
4) 103 Departments of BA Programs;
5) 17 MA Programs;
6) 2 PhD Programs.
Continued...

- In 2019, the total number of students in MA programs at Kabul University are 876;
- In addition to the above, 695 students at MA degree programs are the public sector employees.
Our Vision

To be leading University in the country in terms of quality and extensive platform of Higher Education and Research.
Our Mission

Offering academic and research oriented services to the students of application and ambition in light of the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan in facilitating the development of Human Resources in Afghanistan.
Our Core Values

Our values are:
1. Justice and Equity;
2. Quality;
3. Autonomy;
4. Transparency;
5. Research and Innovation;
6. Cooperation and decentralization.
The KU Senates

01 Leadership Senate
02 Academic Senate
03 Administrative Senate
04 Cultural and Relations Senate
05 Head of Departments Senate
The Committees at KU

01. Academic Promotion Committee
02. Strategic Plan Committee
03. Academic Recruitment Committee
04. E-Learning Committee
05. Curriculum Committee
06. Discipline Committee
07. Self-Assessment and QA Committee
08. Gender Grievance Committee
09. Examination Committee
10. Curriculum Application Monitoring Committee
11. Postgraduate Board
The Vice Chancellors of KU

Vice Chancellor for Admin and Finance Affairs
Masoud Pirozi

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Asstt. Prof. Dr. M.N. Azimi

Vice Chancellor for Students Affairs
Associate Prof. Dr. Tafseera Hashemi
Faculties of Kabul University

- Pharmacy
- Veterinary Sciences
- Agriculture Sciences
- Law and Political Sciences
- Language and Literature
- Social Sciences
- Law and Sharia
Policy and Public Administration
Environmental Sciences
Geology
Economics
Mathematics
Psychology and Educational Sciences
Engineering Sciences
IT Infrastructure in last 3 years

The following activities have been completed to promote and institutionalize the information technology as an integral part of the higher education at Kabul University:

• KU’s new website (yet to be published);
• KU’s faculties’ websites;
• Online self-assessment system;
• Online and automatic statistic system of professor, employees and students;
• Central database;
• Students’ Union Website;
Digital library;
Digital entrance in dormitories of KU;
IT Infrastructure in last 3 years

- International Relations and Cultural Affairs website;
- IT system;
- Online Transportation Registration System;
- Intranet System between the faculties of KU;
- Student Affairs and Grievance System;
- E-Learning Studio;
- 2 Smart Classrooms in computer Science Faculty;
- And a lot more…
MoUs

At present, KU has signed more than 57 MoUs with International Universities across the world.
Accreditation

In 2018, Kabul University has officially received its national academic accreditation from the Ministry of Higher Education of Afghanistan.
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